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and Sidman, 1973). These findings indicate that layer 1Theodore H. Schwartz,*³ Daniel Rabinowitz,²
plays a major role in cortical development.Vivek Unni,* Vikram S. Kumar,* Diana K. Smetters,*
Besides CR neurons, other cell types have been iden-Areti Tsiola,* and Rafael Yuste*
tified in developing layer 1 (RamoÂn y Cajal, 1904;*Department of Biological Sciences
MarõÂn-Padilla, 1984). Non-Cajal-Retzius (NCR) cells are²Department of Statistics
GABAergic (Gabbott and Somogyi, 1986), whereas CRColumbia University
cells react with antibodies against cholinesterase, glu-New York, New York 10027
tamate, calretinin, calbindin D-28K, and parvalbumin
(Huntley and Jones, 1990; Del RõÂo et al., 1995). CR and
NCR cells fire action potentials and receive excitatorySummary
and inhibitory inputs (Hestrin and Armstrong, 1996; Zhou
and Hablitz, 1996a, 1996b). Layer 1 also receives abun-Spontaneous neuronal activity plays an important role
dant monoaminergic (Levitt and Moore, 1979), choliner-in the development of cortical circuitry, yet its spatio-
gic (Bear et al., 1985), and glutamatergic (Herkenham,temporal dynamics are poorly understood. Cajal-Retz-
1986) projections.ius (CR) neurons in developing layer 1 are necessary
In spite of this wealth of information, little is knownfor correct cortical lamination and are strategically
about the functional circuitry of early layer 1. Althoughlocated to coordinate early circuit activity. To charac-
CR cells are critical in orchestrating cortical lamination,terize the spontaneous activity of CR and other layer
it is unknown if any organized, spontaneous electrical1 neurons during cortical development, we imaged
activity occurs in this layer. It is also unknown whichcalcium transients in populations of layer 1 neurons
cell types and neurotransmitters might participate inin hemispheres and slices from postnatal rat somato-
such a circuit. Spontaneous activity plays a crucial rolesensory neocortex. The spontaneous activity in layer
in cortical development (Katz and Shatz, 1996), and,
1 had complex spatio-temporal patterns. Groups of
since CR cells have extensive axonal arborization in
non-CR cells showed synchronous activations and
layer 1, they may maintain a tonic level of electrical
formed networks of correlated neurons superimposed
activity necessary for the development of pyramidal
in the same territory. Correlated activity among non- neurons, which extend a leading dendrite into layer 1
CR cells was mediated by a depolarizing effect of (MarõÂn-Padilla, 1984). Likewise, NCR cells may release
GABA and was modulated by glutamate, probably re- GABA and induce changes in intracellular free calcium
leased by CR cells. Our findings demonstrate that de- concentration ([Ca21]i) in incoming migrating corticalveloping layer 1 can sustain complex patterns of corre- neurons, thereby serving an inductive function (Zhou
lated activity and reveal a circuit mechanism that can and Hablitz, 1996a).
mediate this patterned activity. Here, we investigated the possible existence of spon-
taneous neuronal activity in developing layer 1 using
calcium imaging to monitor changes in [Ca21]i simultane-Introduction ously in 50±200 layer 1 cells. Because layer 1 is densely
connected with deeper layers, which may be important
After completing their migration, developing cortical in its activity, we developed an acute, isolated hemi-
neurons establish synaptic connections in layer 1, a sphere preparation in whichlayer 1 could be bulk-loaded
region populated by Cajal-Retzius (CR) cells (RamoÂ n y with indicators and imaged with epifluorescence. We
Cajal, 1904; MarõÂn-Padilla and MarõÂn-Padilla, 1982). As find that there is indeed spontaneous activation of all cell
the cortex develops, CR cells disappear (MarõÂn-Padilla, types in developing layer 1 and that there are temporal
1972; Parnavelas and Edmunds, 1983; Derer and Derer, correlations of the activity of groups of NCR cells. This
1990). It has been recently shown that CR cells and their correlated activity appears to be mediated by a depolar-
equivalents in hippocampus and cerebellum produce a izing effect of GABA and could have a profound effect
protein called reelin that is recognized by the antibody in the development of the cortical circuit.
CR50 (D'Arcangelo et al., 1995; Hirotsune et al., 1995;
Ogawa et al., 1995). This protein is involved in migration Results
of neurons to the neocortex, induction of radial glia in the
cerebellum, and pathfinding of entorhinal projections to Four Cell Types Identified in Rat Developing Layer 1
the hippocampus (Ogawa et al., 1995; Del RõÂo et al., Experiments were performed on brain slices and hemi-
1997; Soriano et al., 1997). Reelin is defective in the spheres from somatosensory cortex of postnatal day
reeler mouse mutant (D'Arcangelo et al., 1995; Hirotsune 1±8 (P1±P8) rats. Tangential slices (n 5 29) through layer
et al., 1995), which shows altered neuronal migration 1 were carefully examined with differential interference
in neocortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum (Caviness contrast (DIC) microscopy, with four cell types being
distinguished: large (LCR) and small (SCR) Cajal-Retzius
cells, and large (LNCR) and small (SNCR) non-Cajal-³To whom correspondence should be addressed. Present address:
Retzius cells (Figure 1). Morphological confirmation ofDepartment of Neurological Surgery, The Neurological Institute NI-
this DIC classification was obtained with whole-cell re-102, Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, 710 West 168th St.,
New York, New York 10032. cordings with Lucifer yellow and by calretinin and CR50
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Figure 1. Four Cell Types in Developing
Layer 1
(A) Tangential layer 1 slice viewed with DIC
(left) and Fura 2 (right) fluorescence. CR cells
with long horizontal processes are seen in
the center. Small NCR cells are also apparent.
Note that all cells load homogeneously with
Fura 2±AM. Scale bar, 25 mm.
(B) Examples of four cell types identified with
DIC (LCR 5 large Cajal-Retzius, SCR 5 small
Cajal-Retzius, LNCR 5 large non-Cajal-Ret-
zius, SNCR 5 small non-Cajal-Retzius) and
action potentials recorded in LCR and LNCR
cells. A depolarizing current was given to the
cells, held at 265 mV. Scale bar, 25 mm.
(C) Representative LCR, SCR, and LNCR cells
filled with Lucifer yellow with a patch pipette.
(D) CR-50 stains of CR cells.
(Left) CR cell viewed with DIC.
(Right) Same field of view under TRITC fluo-
rescence after staining with CR-50.
(E) LCR cells stain with anti-calretinin an-
tibody.
(Top) DIC of a field showing two LCR cells.
(Bottom) FITC fluorescence image of the
same field after anti-calretinin staining. Note
how both LCR neurons react with the anti-
body. Scale bars, 20 mm in (C), (D), and (E).
immunocytochemistry. All cell types loaded similarly (n 5 4; Figure 1C). Finally, SNCR cells (n 5 359) also
had no identifiable processes but possessed a roundwith calcium indicators (Figure 1A) and all neurons re-
corded fired action potentials, even as early as P1 (Fig- soma between 5±8 mm in diameter (Figure 1B). Because
of their small sizes, we were unable to record from theseure 1B).
LCR cells (n 5 347) under DIC had a single long, cells. Both LNCR and SNCR cells were immunonegative
for CR50 and calretinin.horizontal dendrite that could often be followed for over
100 mm and an axon originating from the opposite side
of the soma. In Lucifer yellow fills (n 5 10), LCR neurons Different Profiles of Neurotransmitter
Receptors in Different Cell Classesshowed a large ovoid soma 12±20 mmin diameter with
a prominent tangential dendritic ªtail,º 1±2 additional As a first step in elucidating the functional circuitry of
developing layer 1, we sought to identify the receptorsprimary dendrites, and an axon trunk (Figure 1C). Con-
versely, SCR cells (n 5 160) under DIC had a single long present on each of the four cell types described pre-
viously. Simultaneous calcium imaging of multiple cellshorizontal dendrite and somata 8±12 mm in diameter.
After Lucifer yellow fills (n 5 4), SCR cells had many in the slice preparation during bath applications of vari-
ous neurotransmitters allowed us to screen all four cellsmall processes that formed a hairy cloud around the
soma. The ªtailº process, when present, usually bifur- types at once for calcium transients elicited by the drug
application (Figure 2A). These experiments were carriedcated near the soma and ended shortly thereafter, sug-
gesting that SCR cells are of a different type than LCR out in the presence of tetrodotoxin (TTX) (2 mM), which
blocked all axonal conduction and consequently pre-cells. Both types of CR cells were immunopositive for
CR50 (Figure 1D; Ogawa et al., 1995) and some, but not vented synaptic communication among neurons.
A summary of the responses is shown in Figure 2B. Allall, CR cells were immunopositive for calretinin (Fig-
ure 1E). four classes of cells responded to glutamate application
(100 mM, n 5 5 slices) as well as to the glutamate recep-LNCR cells (n 5 281) were round, 10±16 mm in di-
ameter, had no identifiable processes under DIC, but tor agonists NMDA (100 mM, n 5 5) and AMPA (50 mM,
n 5 3). CR cells were more consistently activated byshowed short dendrites after Lucifer yellow recordings
Correlated Activity in Developing Layer 1
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Figure 2. Pharmacological Stimulation Reveals Multiple Receptors on Each Cell Type
(A) Examples of responses to transient bath application (thick bar) of selected neurotransmitter agonists.
(B) Percent of each cell type exhibiting calcium transients in response to perfusion of agonists. Concentrations equal (in mM): 100 NMDA, 50
AMPA, and 100 NE. MUSC 5 muscimol 50 mM, CARB 5 carbachol 100 mM, GLY 5 glycine 1 mM, and GLU 5 glutamate 100 mM. Numbers
within bars indicate the total number of cells of each type imaged. Note that LCR cells do not respond to carbachol and that very few NCR
cells respond to glycine.
(C) Example of a depolarizing effect of a GABAA agonist in a P3 LCR cell. Bath application of muscimol (thick bar) produces a 7 mV depolarization
(cell held at 265 mV). Scale bar, 10 mm.
NMDA than NCR cells. NMDA activation required Mg21- 3). Electrical stimulation elicited a rapid influx of calcium
in clusters of LCR cells near the electrodes, while sur-free ACSF. The GABAA agonist muscimol (25 mM, n 5
3) and the adrenergic agonist norepinephrine (100 mM, prisingly few SCR or NCR cells responded. Stimulation-
induced transients on LCR cells were reversibly blockedn 5 3) activated all cell types equally. As in the cortical
plate (Yuste and Katz, 1991), muscimol stimulation pro- by TTX (2 mM), indicating that they were mediated by
sodium-based action potentials (n 5 3 slices, 10 cells;duced a significant calcium influx, suggesting a depolar-
izing effect of GABA in all four cell types regardless of Figures 3C and 3D). Bath application of the calcium
channel blocker Ni21 (1 mM) also reversibly eliminatedthe age of the animal. Indeed, in whole-cell recordings
from P3 LCR cells, muscimol produced a 5±10 mV depo- the stimulation-induced transients, suggesting that they
were mediated by influx of extracellular calcium (n 5 3larization (3/3; Figure 2C). The cholinergic agonist carba-
chol (100 mM, n 5 3) elicited calcium transients in all slices, 13 cells; Figures 3C and 3D). Finally, the gap-
junction blocker octanol (1 mM) did not significantlycell types except LCR cells, and glycine (1 mM, n 5 3)
produced a more consistent response in CR cells than alter the amplitude of the stimulation-induced events,
indicating that gap junctions were not involved in thesein NCR cells. Finally, the cholinergic agonist nicotine (50
mM, n 5 3) had no effect on any cell class. We concluded responses (n 5 3 slices, 12 cells; Figure 3D).
To test if the stimulation-induced calcium accumula-that all cell types had NMDA, AMPA, GABAA, noradrener-
gic, and glycinergic receptors, whereasSNCR, LNCR, and tions on LCR cells were synaptically mediated, we used
bath application of receptor antagonists. In 20 cells (5SCR cells, but not LCR cells, had muscarinic cholinergic
receptors. slices) the combination of the glutamate receptor antag-
onists APV (50 mM) and CNQX (20 mM) induced a statisti-
cally significant decrease (28%) in calcium influx intoElectrical Stimulation Induces Calcium Transients
in Large Cajal-Retzius Cells LCR cells (Figure 3D). Application of the GABAA blocker
bicuculline (50 mM, n 5 3 slices, 21 cells) reduced theTo explore whether the receptors revealed with drug
applications were functional, we performed bipolar elec- events by an average of 54% (Figure 3D). The b-adrener-
gic antagonist propranolol (50 mM, n 5 3 slices, 21 cells)trical stimulation on slices loaded with Fura 2±AM to
induce synaptically mediated calcium influxes (Figure also induced a reversible decrease in the transients by
Neuron
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Figure 3. Electrical Stimulation Reveals Glutamatergic, GABAergic, b-Adrenergic, and Glycinergic Synaptic Receptors on LCR Cells
(A) DIC and (B) Fura 2 epifluorescence images of a tangential slice through layer 1. Bipolar stimulating electrode marked with stars. Scale
bar, 25 mM.
(C) Representative examples of fluorescence changes at the soma of LCR cells following electrical stimulation (arrow).
(D) Effect of different blockers on peak fluorescence changes in response to electrical stimulation. Values are normalized to control stimulations.
Number of cells inside the bars. Paired t tests significance levels: ** p , 0.01, * p , 0.05. Error bars 5 SEM. Note how TTX, nickel, and the
synaptic blockers APV/CNQX, BMI, and propranolol block the responses.
an average of 53% (Figures 3C and 3D). Finally, whereas for several seconds (Table 1). The long duration of the
transients enabled us adequately to follow their occur-the cholinergic antagonist atropine (10 mM, n 5 3 slices,
rence using slow frame rates (z4 s/frame). LCR cells12 cells) and the a-adrenergic antagonist prazosin (200
were less active than other cell types and showed longernM, n 5 2 slices, 8 cells) had no significant effect on
duration transients. Since acute tangential slices arethe stimulation-induced calcium accumulations, the gly-
detached from the underlying cortical layers and fromcinergic antagonist strychnine (1 mM, n 5 2 slices, 8
ascending projections, we wondered if these differencescells) caused a small but statistically significant (5%)
were induced by the slice preparation. We thereforeincrease in response amplitude (Figure 3D). We con-
developed a new preparationÐthe isolated, perfusedcluded that glutamate, GABAA, and b-adrenergic recep-
hemisphereÐto examine the nature of spontaneous ac-tors mediate the stimulation-induced responses of LCR
tivity in layer 1 while keeping intrahemispheric connec-cells. These results show that the majority of the calcium
tions intact. Whole hemispheres were isolated, their pialaccumulations were produced by orthodromic synaptic
membranes were removed, and they were kept at roomstimulation, since they were blocked by postsynaptic
temperature in oxygenated ACSF for dye loading andreceptor blockers. These results are consistent with the
imaging. Under these conditions, layer 1 neurons dis-lack of cholinergic responses on LCR cells that we found
played the low resting [Ca21]i indicative of healthy cellspreviously and suggest that the adrenergic response
and produced spontaneous calcium transients for sev-is mediated by a b-adrenergic receptor. Therefore, we
eral hours after the dissection.conclude that LCR cells respond synaptically to gluta-
In hemisphere preparations (n 5 44), optical re-mate, GABA, norepinephrine, and glycine.
cordings were obtained simultaneously from 80±200
neurons (Figure 4). With standard ACSF (3 mM KCl),
Spontaneous Activity in Layer 1 Shows spontaneous calcium transients in hemispheres oc-
Complex Spatio-Temporal Patterns curred infrequently, particularly after P3. To increase the
To characterize the patterns of spontaneous activity rate of spontaneous calcium transients, we perfused
intrinsically present in developing layer 1, we carried out the hemispheres with ACSF containing 50 mM K1. We
long-duration optical recordings of slices loaded with reasoned that while high K1 ACSF could create spurious
calcium indicators. In tangential slices, all cell types activation of neurons, it could also reveal synaptic con-
nections that would otherwise have been subthreshold.exhibited spontaneous increases in [Ca21]i that lasted
Correlated Activity in Developing Layer 1
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Table 1. Spontaneous Calcium Transients in Layer 1 Slices
Cell Class LCR SCR LNCR SNCR
Number cells 347 160 281 358
% Active cells 5.2 21.9 26.0 23.7
Rate (events/cell/min.) 0.19 6 .17 0.28 6 .15b 0.43 6 .20c 0.41 6 .16a
Decays(s) 54.5 6 77.9 18.9 6 17.7a 12.1 6 16.8a 17.1 6 33.8a
a p , 0.01, b p , 0.066, and c p , 0.074 compared with LCR.
Indeed, as shown below, statistically significant tempo- (Figure 5B). This analysis showed statistically significant
pairwise correlations (p , 0.05) in experiments carriedral correlations were reliably revealed under these con-
ditions. out in both normal ACSF and high K1 ACSF (Figure
5B), suggesting that some of the correlated events wereUnder high K1 ACSF, transients were recorded in 34%
of all cells visualized and, in active cells, occurred at an probably due to interactions between the neurons rather
than to chance occurrence of simultaneous activationaverage rate of 0.24 6 0.09 events/cell/min. Calcium
transients were still very slow, lasting for 10 to 100 s of independent neurons.
As an additional analysis, we measured the average(Figure 4C), and occurred more frequently in younger
animals (Figure 4D; Spearman r 5 20.79, p , 0.0001). distance between pairs of correlated neurons and com-
pared it with the average distance of correlated pairsAveraging over all ages, only 15% of CR cells (n 5 151)
were spontaneously active as opposed to 40% of NCR generated in mock data sets in which the activation
times of all cells were conserved but the locations ofcells (n 5 392, x2 5 15.9, p , 0.001). Active CR cells
also showed significantly fewer spontaneous transients the neurons were randomly permuted. This statistical
analysis of distance kept the temporal activation pat-than NCR cells (0.12 6 0.09 versus 0.26 6 0.11 events/
cell/min, Mann-Whitney U 5 3.0, p 5 0.056). terns of the neurons and therefore did not assume ran-
dom activation times as a null hypothesis. We foundIn hemisphere preparations, the spatio-temporal ac-
tivity pattern did not follow waves, domains, or oscilla- that the average distance between pairs of correlated
neurons was smaller than the average distance betweentions, which are the three major types of spontaneous
activity patterns described so far in the developing CNS correlated pairs generated in mock data sets (5/9, p ,
0.001; 9/9, p , 0.05). This indicates that these correla-(Meister et al., 1991; Yuste et al., 1992; Yuste, 1997;
Leinekugel et al., 1997). Rather, individual neurons tions were not spurious, because coactive neurons were
closer to one another than expected for all activethroughout layer 1 seemed to fire randomly, without a
clear pattern that could be detected after careful visual neurons.
inspection of the recordings (Figure 4E; also see movies
at http://www.neuron.org/Supplemental/20/3/541).
Superimposed Networks of NCR Neurons
Show Correlated ActivationStatistically Significant Correlated Calcium
Transients in Hemispheres Although Monte Carlo simulations provided a single p
value to judge the significance of the total number ofTo determine whether the spontaneous activity of the
neurons was independent or showed interactions that correlations present in the entire data set, they did not
identify which cells were involved in the significant cor-could reveal underlying connectivity, we carried out a
statistical analysis of the data set, focusing on the pair- relations and which were activated simultaneously at
random. To address this issue, we identified cell typeswise correlations (i.e., pairwise simultaneous activa-
tions) between neurons. For this purpose, we developed in recordings taken at 403 magnification and then car-
ried out individual Monte Carlo simulations for eacha program in which the onset of each calcium transient
in every cell was detected, given a time stamp, and class. Due to the thickness of the hemispheres, DIC
microscopy could not be performed, and cells couldtranslated into a raster plot (Figure 4; Experimental Pro-
cedures). Asymmetric correlation coefficients were then only be reliably divided into two categories, CR or NCR.
In two of two recordings, we found that significant corre-calculated between all cells and a correlation map was
generated, i.e., a descriptive statistic in which the thick- lations occurred only between pairs of NCR cells but
not between pairs of CR cells or between NCR and CRness of the lines connecting any two cells represents
the magnitude of the correlation (Figure 5A). We rea- cells (Table 2). We therefore concluded that simultane-
ous activation of NCR neurons occurred significantlysoned that given the number of cells recorded and their
firing frequency, a certain number of these correlations more often than would be expected if cells were inde-
pendent and that these correlations were probably duecould occur randomly.To estimate theexpected number
of correlated events if activities were independent, we to circuit interactions among NCR neurons.
To further identify significantly correlated neurons, weperformed a Monte Carlo simulation which generated
1,000 samples of randomly generated data for each ex- examined the data for events which were extremely un-
likely to occur by chance because they involved multipli-periment, conserving the number of cells and observed
activation rate of each cell. By comparing the frequency cative probabilities of occurrence. Thus, we analyzed
the following two scenarios: (1) simultaneous coactiva-of pairwise correlations between the actual data and
the randomly generated data, we determined whether tion of more than two cells and (2) multiple coactivation
of two cells (Figure 5C, dotted lines). Again, statisticalthe observed pairwise correlations were statistically sig-
nificant and produced a p value for the entire data set significance of the events was demonstrated with Monte
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Figure 4. Spontaneous Calcium Transients in Hemispheres Show Complex Spatio-Temporal Patterns
(A) Fluorescence image of a cortical hemisphere loaded with Calcium Green 1±AM. Approximately 200 cells can be visualized. Scale bar,
100 mM.
(B) Cells chosen for the analysis. Black squares indicate cells exhibiting transients.
(C) Plots of DF/F over time measured in six representative cells during spontaneous activity under 50 mM K1 ACSF. Each increase in
fluorescence is marked with a time stamp seen at the bottom of the graph (see Experimental Procedures). Note that the program successfully
detects all calcium transients.
(D) Age dependency of the spontaneous calcium transients.
(E) Composite raster plot of all cells chosen in (4B), indicating the onset of each calcium transient as displayed in (4C). Each line represents
a cell and each tick mark the time of onset of a calcium transient. Note that the spontaneous activity does not follow any clear pattern,
although correlated activation of two or more cells can be detected. Duration 5 1200 s.
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cortical neurons (Yuste and Katz, 1991; Yuste et al.,Table 2. Significant Pairwise Correlations by Cell Type
1992, 1995). Calcium indicators, unlike voltage-sensitive
Active Cells Experiment 11.10 Experiment 5.3 dyes, undergo large (10%±500%) changes in fluores-
NCR 12 23 cence during neuronal activity and can be used (as AM
CR 3 2 derivatives) to bulk-label populations of cells (Tsien,
1981, 1989). This allows the activity of neuronal circuitsp value
NCR-NCR ,,0.01 ,,0.01 to be imaged with single-cell resolution (Yuste and Katz,
NCR-CR 5 0.61 5 0.86 1991). In this project, we imaged [Ca21]i simultaneously
CR-CR 5 1.00* 5 1.00* in up to 200 layer-1 cells during spontaneous, pharma-
*Correlations did not occur. cological, and electrically evoked activity. Tangential
brain slices were used to characterize the neurotrans-
mitter receptors on all cell types, and we developed a
Carlo simulations that produced 1,000 randomly gener- new preparationÐthe acute, isolated, perfused hemi-
ated data sets, with an identical number of cells and sphereÐto image layer 1 without disconnecting it from
activation rates as in the original data set. deeper structures. Our goal was to characterize the cir-
In six of eight recordings in standard K1 ACSF and in cuit and the spontaneous activity of this relatively sim-
13 of 18 recordings in high K1 ACSF, groups of 5±13 cells ple, cell-sparse area of developing neocortex. The use
became active simultaneously and achieved statistical of developing animals was an advantage, since bulk-
significance. These small networks of correlated neu- loading AM indicators is more efficient in the developing
rons were superimposed in the same cortical territories brain (Yuste and Katz, 1991). Hence, our findings may
(Figure 5D), and in some cases particular neurons were not apply to adult layer 1. We found that spontaneous
part of more than one group (Figure 5D, cell 61). The
calcium transients do occur in layer 1 from developing
average distance between neurons within these coac-
rat cortex and present interesting spatio-temporal prop-
tive networks was 263 mm.
erties that reflect a functional synaptic circuit.
Statistically significant multiple coactivation of two
neurons occurred in six of eight recordings in standard
ACSF and in 13 of 18 recordings in high K1 ACSF. For Four Cell Types Differ in Neurotransmitter
each pair, coactivations were repeated between three Receptors and Calcium Dynamics
and nine times (Figure 5C, small dotted lines) The mean Studies of developing layer 1 identified Cajal-Retzius (or
distance between neurons that were coactive more than horizontal or tangential) cells and a host of ªshort axonº
once was 59 mm (Figure 5D, white squares). We were cells (RamoÂ n y Cajal, 1904; MarõÂn-Padilla, 1971). With
able to identify the type of cell that participated in this DIC imaging and Lucifer yellow fills, we have confirmed
tight coupling of activity in one recording taken at 403 these classifications for the rat layer 1. In addition, we
magnification. In this experiment (exp. 5.3.97), two NCR
found that the smaller CR cells possessed an elaborate
cells located 30 mm apart fired together seven times.
dendritic tree not present on large CR cells. These small
Taken together, these data suggest that the coacti-
CR cells may be related to the bipolar type of horizontal
vations of groups of NCR neurons were not spurious.
cells originally described by Cajal in developing human
layer 1 (RamoÂ n y Cajal, 1904). Therefore, we separatedCorrelated Activations Depend
the CR cells into large and small CR neurons (Figure 1).on GABAergic Projections
This distinction is not merely anatomical, because SCRTo investigate the cellular and circuit mechanisms un-
cells respond to cholinergic agonists, whereas LCR cellsderlying the correlated activation in hemisphere prepa-
do not (Figure 2). We also confirmed that CR cells arerations, we tested the effect of neurotransmitter block-
calretinin and CR50 positive (Ogawa et al., 1995), findingers on the activity recorded in high K1 ACSF (Figure
that calretinin immunocytochemistry, a standard marker5B). Significant correlations disappeared following ap-
for murine CR cells, does not stain a population of CRplication of TTX (2 mM, n 5 3) but not octanol (1 mM,
neurons in rat. For convenience, we also classified NCRn 5 3), indicating that they were mediated synaptically
neurons exclusively based on their somatic sizes, al-and not by gap junctions. Interestingly, TTX did not block
though they may represent heterogeneous groups.the spontaneous calcium transients, indicating that
We took advantage of the fact that [Ca21]i increasessome of the recorded events are not dependent on so-
in active cells to investigate which receptors were pres-dium action potentials (see below). Bicuculline (50 mM,
ent in each of the four cell classes. This ªoptical pharma-n 5 3), atropine (10 mM, n 5 3), propranolol (50 mM, n 5
cologyº consisted in imaging a population of identified3), and APV/CNQX (50 mM/20 mM, n 5 3) also blocked
neurons in slices and monitoring their calcium dynamicssignificant correlations. Finally, strychnine (1 mM, n 5 3)
in response to bath applications of neurotransmitters.had no effect on the correlations. These results implicate
This approach obviously only works if the agonist in-GABAergic NCR cells in the generation of correlated
duces significant changes in [Ca21]i. The characteriza-activity and suggest that cholinergic, adrenergic, and
tion of functional postsynaptic receptors is thereforeglutamatergic synapses influence their activity.
quickly done simultaneously in multiple cell types. To
prevent secondary responses produced by release ofDiscussion
endogenous transmitters by the circuit, these experi-
ments were carried out in TTX, which blocks actionImaging Neuronal Networks in Developing
potentials and thus prevents interactions among neu-Layer 1 with Calcium Indicators
rons (see below). Based on these results, we proposeThis work extends our previous efforts using calcium
indicators to image neuronal activity in populations of the following model of the receptors present in layer 1
Neuron
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Figure 5. Figure 5. Networks of NCR Cells Show Correlated Calcium Transients
(A) Correlation map of cells imaged in Figure 4. Each black square represents an active cell. Lines link cells with a statistically significant
correlation coefficient (see Experimental Procedures). Line thickness is proportional to the value of the correlation coefficient.
(B) Average p value of recordings carried out under different pharmacological conditions. The p value is a measure of the statistical significance
of the correlation map (see Experimental Procedures). Note how there are significant numbers of correlations in recordings taken in normal
and high K1 ACSF but not under TTX or a variety of synaptic blockers, indicating that the correlations are mediated synaptically.
(C) Raster plot of an experiment in which several different cells fire simultaneously (full-length dotted lines on the left) and two cells fire
together on several occasions (cells 11 and 12, short dotted lines). Not all active cells are shown in the raster plot for simplicity. Duration 5
1200 s.
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Figure 6. Proposed Circuit in Developing Rat
Layer 1: Summary of Our Results
NCR cells become coactivated due to their
depolarizing GABAergic projections. This pro-
jection is modulated by acetylcholine and
norepinephrine and is controlled by the gluta-
matergic projection of CR cells. CR cells re-
spond synaptically to glutamate, glycine, and
norepinephrine.
(Figure 6). All cells have AMPA, NMDA, GABAA, and LCR cells. This selectivity was probably not due to a
lower threshold of activation of CR cells, since we ob-b-adrenergic receptors. In addition, SCR, SNCR, and
LNCR, but probably not LCR, cells have muscarinic re- served this result using very different stimulation ampli-
tudes. CR cells, on the other hand, have larger axonalceptors. Finally, LCR and SCR cells are more sensitive
to glycine than LNCR or SNCR cells. and dendritic processes than any other neuron in devel-
oping layer 1. It is possible that these processes makeIn the developing cortex, GABA acts as an excitatory
neurotransmitter (Yuste and Katz, 1991), so it is not their recruitment more effective. In our recordings, LCR
neurons fire trains of action potentials, which could havesurprising that it also produces [Ca21]i increases in de-
veloping layer 1 neurons, through a depolarizing effect made the identification of their responses easier. Never-
theless, the relative insensitivity of NCR cells toelectrical(Figure 2C). The source of the GABA is presumably the
NCR cells (Gabbott and Somogyi, 1986). Immunocyto- stimulation remains a mystery to us. Electrical stimula-
tion could activate LCR cells either antidromically, or-chemical studies show glycine receptors in superficial
layers of postnatal rat neocortex (Becker et al., 1996), thodromically, or both. Axonal and dendritic conduction
of action potentials were necessary for these responses,and our results indicate that glycine could be an early
neurotransmitter in layer 1. Also, a dense cholinergic since they were blocked by TTX. However, the fact that
a substantial amount of the responses were blocked byprojection to layer 1 is present at birth (Rossner et al.,
1994), and our results suggest that CR cells either do the postsynaptic antagonists APV/CNQX, bicuculline,
and propranolol suggests that they were largely due tonot posses functional cholinergic receptors or have cho-
linergic receptors that do not stimulate calcium tran- orthodromic activation of synaptic connections medi-
ated by glutamate, GABAA, and b-adrenergic receptorssients. CR cells also stain for glutamate (Del RõÂo et al.,
1995), and in our study they were highly responsive to (Figure 6). Thus, we conclude that these three types of
receptors, previously revealed with bath applications ofNMDA activation but less so toAMPA. Finally, noradren-
ergic projections to layer 1 are present early in develop- agonists, are synaptically functional in LCR cells.
ment (Levitt and Moore, 1979), and we found that both
CR and NCR cells respond to NE activation. Overall, our Nature of the Spontaneous Calcium Transients
We observed spontaneous calcium transients in all fourresults are in excellent agreement with previous mor-
phological studies, confirming the validity of this optical cell types. These transients declined with age, had on-
sets that lasted 8±12 s, and had very slow offsets lastingapproach. Calcium imaging of neuronal populations
could be used in other brain areas to identify quickly sometimes up to 200 s. What are the cellular mecha-
nisms underlying these calcium transients? Transientswhich receptors are present in different cell types.
could reflect the calcium accumulations associated with
(1) sodium action potentials, (2) calcium spikes, or (3)Electrical Stimulation of Layer 1 Activates
LCR Cells Synaptically calcium release from internal stores. The fact that tran-
sients persisted in TTX suggests that they are not due toUnder our experimental conditions, stimulation-induced
calcium transients were induced almost exclusively in sodium action potentials. Calcium spikes could underlie
(D) Correlation map of the three small groups of cells firing simultaneously in (5C), showing three groups or correlated cells: (1) cells 39, 41,
44, 47, 51, and 61; (2) cells 8, 21, 22, 24, 41, and 56; and (3) cells 12, 13, 14, 58, and 61. Note how the coactive groups cover the same cortical
territory and how some cells, like number 41, can belong to more than one group. Each group is connected by either solid, thick dotted, or
thin dotted lines. Cells 11 and 12 (clear) fired simultaneously multiple times as shown in Figure 5C.
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the spontaneous calcium transients. In favor of this, the Which NCR cells are responsible for the correlated
activity? Most rat NCR are neurogliaform cells, whichcalcium accumulations associated with calcium plateau
potentials could be very prolonged, lasting up to several have a dense axonal arbor that extends throughout layer
1 for 200±300 mm and that rarely ventures beyond theseconds (Yuste et al., 1994). Also, the voltage-sensitive
calcium channel blocker Ni21 blocks calciumelectrogen- border of layer 1 (Hestrin and Armstrong, 1996). Cells
with descending axons have a dendritic spread of ,200esis as well as the spontaneous accumulations. Never-
theless, calcium decays after calcium spikes or plateau mm and an axon that descends into lower cortical layers
(Hestrin and Armstrong, 1996). Therefore, we would fa-potentials are much faster than those measured here
(Yuste et al., 1994). Also, recordings from layer 1 cells fail vor the idea that neurogliaform neurons mediate the
correlated activity that we imaged.to demonstrate calciumelectrogenesis (data not shown;
Hestrin and Armstrong, 1996; Zhou and Hablitz, 1996a).
A third possibility, and the one we favor, is that the
Depolarizing GABA Mediates the Correlatedspontaneous calciumtransients are mediated by release
Activity of NCR Neuronsof calcium from internal stores. As in the cortical plate
These correlated activations are reversibly blocked by(Yuste et al., 1995), spontaneous calcium transients pro-
TTX and blockers of glutamate, GABAA, b-adrenergic,duced by release from internal stores could have slow
and cholinergic receptorsbut arenot affected byoctanolkinetics compatible with our measurements. Interest-
or strychnine (Figure 5B). This distinct pharmacologicalingly, TTX and a variety of synaptic blockers, albeit not
profile, which incidentally matches the neurotransmit-octanol, reversibly blocked the correlations present in
ters and receptors present in NCR cells, confirms thatthe spontaneous activity. This indicates that calcium
the correlations detected in our recordings reflect therelease is somehow triggered by action potential-driven
specificity of the underlying circuit and arenot an artifactsynaptic transmission. This is in contrast to the cortical
of our analysis. Based on our results, we propose thatplate, where octanol, but not TTX or synaptic blockers,
the correlations among NCR neurons are mediated byblocked the correlated calcium transients (Yuste et al.,
a depolarizing effect of GABA, although glutamatergic,1995). Thus, in developing layer 1, gap-junctions do not
cholinergic, and monoaminergic projections facilitateseem to play a major role in the correlated activity.
this correlated activity (Figure 6). Since CR cells areCalcium release from internal stores triggered by ac-
glutamatergic, we hypothesize that their synapses ontotion potentials has been recently described in cultured
NCR cells regulate this patterned correlated activity.hippocampal neurons and could serve to amplify and
Far from being an oddity, the depolarizing effect oftranslate electrical activity into a second messenger sig-
GABA is becoming increasingly important in the physiol-nal (Jacobs and Meyer, 1997). Unfortunately, efforts to
ogy of developing neurons. First noticed in CA1 (Muellertrigger reliably this type of release with caffeine, ryano-
et al., 1983; Ben-Ari et al., 1989), this effect also occursdine, or with patch-electrode stimulation have failed (Ja-
in developing cortex (Yuste and Katz, 1991; LoTurco etcobs and Meyer, 1997; Yuste, unpublished data). This
al., 1995), spinal cord (Rohrbough and Spitzer, 1996),suggests that it involves a caffeine- or ryanodine-insen-
hypothalamus (Obrietan and van der Pol, 1995), andsitive second messenger cascade that is blocked by
probably other areas of the developing brain. We nowthe dialysis produced in whole-cell recordings. Further
find this paradoxical excitatory effect of GABA in devel-exploration of this novel pathway is needed.
oping layer 1, where it could mediate the spontaneous
activity of the circuit via an NCR-NCR projection.Correlated Activity of Networks of NCR Cells
Regardless of the specific mechanisms underlying the
spontaneous calcium transients, our main finding is that
Role of the Spontaneous Correlated Activitythey are temporally correlated among groups of NCR
in Layer 1 in Cortical Developmentcells. CR cells, on the otherhand, did not seem to partici-
Spontaneous correlated neuronal activity is also foundpate in the correlated spontaneous activity, although
in developing retina (Meister et al., 1991; Feller et al.,our inability to detect significant correlations involving
1996, 1997; Wong, 1997), spinal cord (O'Donovan andCR neurons may be due to their low rate of spontaneous
Chub, 1997; Spitzer and Gu, 1997), locus coeruleusactivation. We base our conclusions on the following
(Christie, 1997), hippocampus (Hanse et al., 1997; Leine-facts: (1) statistical analysis shows significant correla-
kugel et al., 1997) and neocortex (Yuste et al., 1992). Intions among NCR cells (Table 2), (2) multiple pairwise
the visual system, patterned spontaneous activity playsactivation of NCR cells occurs, and (3) atropine blocks
a major role in the organization of the circuitry (Katz andthe correlations, while carbachol elicits a response in
Shatz, 1996). The correlated calcium transients in layer 1NCR but not CR cells. Our results also show that there
described here could influence the laminar organizationare at least two different types of correlated NCR net-
and migration of neocortical neurons or the develop-works. One type, revealed when two NCR cells become
ment of intrinsic cortical connections, either betweencoactive multiple times, shows a small average intercell
ascending apical dendrites from lower layers and backdistance (z60 mm). Conversely, when more than two
projections from higher cortical areas or between smallNCR cells become coactive together, their average in-
groups of pyramidal cells in deeper cortical layers. Intercell distance is larger, on the order of 250 mm. In this
fact, all pyramidal neurons establish original synapticlast case, several of these groups can appear superim-
connections in layer 1, and this relation could explainposed on the same cortical territory (Figure 5). In any
their dendritic morphology, their migration, and the ra-event, our experimental and statistical approach is likely
dial orientation of the cortical circuit with respect toto reveal only small portions of a wider spectrum of
circuits. layer 1 (MarõÂn-Padilla and MarõÂn-Padilla, 1982). The fact
Correlated Activity in Developing Layer 1
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DMSO. Norepinephrine was mixed with 5 mg/ml of sodium metabi-that in most cases the dendritic bouquets of apical den-
sulfate (SIGMA).drites in layer 1 actually grow during development also
Constant current stimulation was performedwith bipolar tungstenspeaks for the functional importance of this relation in
electrodes separated by 115 mm (FHC) and a stimulus isolation unit
the adult. TTX blockade experiments or experiments (AMPI) controlled by Superscope (GW Instruments) from a Macin-
blocking NCR GABAergic transmission or CR gluta- tosh computer. Trains of four pulses (200 ms duration, 50 ms interval)
were delivered at an amplitude of 2±4 mA.matergic transmission on layer 1 could test whether the
absence of correlated activity in layer 1 interferes with
Statistical Analysiscortical development.
Changes in fluorescence in multiple cells were analyzed with a pro-
gram written in IDL (Research Systems). For Fura 2 recordings (380Experimental Procedures
nm excitation), we defined the fluorescence change over time as
DF/F 5 (F0 2 F1)/(F0), except for the analysis of the electrical stimula-Preparation of Slices and Hemispheres
tion data, where DF/F 5 ([F0 2 B0] 2 [F1 2 B1])/(F0 2 B0). For CalciumSlices and hemispheres were taken from P1±P8 Sprague-Dawley
Green recordings, we inverted the sign of the DF/F. The onset ofrats. Animals were anesthetized by hypothermia and the brain was
each calcium transient for every cell was recorded on a raster plotremoved and placed into cold ACSF containing (in mM): 124 NaCl,
by using an algorithm that defined the onset as the frame after which3 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl, 2 MgSO4, and 10 dextrose the DF/F change was larger than a given set threshold, typically abubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. The pia was carefully dissected 3±5 pixel value units change per frame (Figure 4C). This thresholdoff the cortex. For slices, a vibratome was used to cut 300 mm thick
algorithm was very sensitive, but produced false positives in somesections. Identification of layer 1 was assured by the presence of
cells. Other algorithms were not found as useful. Calcium transientsCR cells, which are unique to this layer.
detected by the program were carefully inspected, and spurious
events were canceled.Electrophysiology
Raster plots were used to calculate the matrix of asymmetricWhole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed using 3±7 MV
correlation coefficients between all cell pairs, i.e., the proportion ofpipettes filled with intracellular solution containing (in mM): 120±150
times that a cell A becomes active when the cell B is also active.K-gluconate, 0±20 KCl, 4±10 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 0±0.1 EGTA, and
We then used contingency tables and x2 tests to detect which of0.2%±0.3% Lucifer yellow (dipotassium salt; Sigma). Images of filled
the correlation coefficients was significantly higher than expected,cells were taken before (DIC) and after (DIC, epifluorescence) whole-
and used the significant ones to generate a correlation map, i.e., acell recording with a cCCD camera (Micromax, Princeton Instru-
descriptive statistic in which lines link neurons whose asymmetricments).
correlation coefficients are significant (p , 0.05) and in which the
thickness of the lines connecting any two cellsrepresents the magni-Immunocytochemistry
tude of the higher (of the two) correlation coefficient (Figure 5A).Slices were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and extracted with 1%
To test whether the transients showed associations between theTriton X-100 (Sigma). Blocking was achieved by a 30 min incubation
neurons, we used the number of simultaneous activations in a moviein 50 mM NH4Cl. For CR-50 staining, this was followed by a 30 as a test statistic. To determine a p value, we computed the distribu-min incubation in 2.4 mg/ml unconjugated anti-mouse IgG (Jackson
tion of the statistic under the null hypothesis of independent tran-Immunoresearch). Slices were stained with 1:100 purified CR-50
sients. To do this, we used Monte Carlo simulations with 1000 repli-and 1:5,000 anti-calretinin (Swant). After a rinse in 1% BSA in PBS,
cations. The p value was then estimated as the proportion of theincubation in secondary antibody followed: rhodamine-conjugated
1000 replications where the test statistic exceeded the test statisticdonkey anti-mouse antibody for CR-50 and fluorescein-conjugated
computed from the real data. To generate the independent realiza-donkey anti-rabbit antibody for anti-calretinin (Jackson Immunore-
tions of the transients, the number of transients in each train wassearch). Slices were mounted with Vectashield (Vector). All proce-
preserved, but the times of the transients were chosen randomlydures were conducted at room tempature except the anti-calretinin
and independently of each other. This approach corresponds tostaining, which was done at 48C.
assuming that the distributions of the transients behave as Poisson
processes with (possibly) different underlying rates and then condi-Imaging
tioning on the observed rates.Slices and whole hemispheres were loaded with either Fura 2±AM
To determine which type of neuron showed statistically significantor Calcium Green 1±AM (CG; Molecular Probes) using a double
association, we used an similar strategy, but carried out tests sepa-incubation protocol: (1) an initial incubation with 2 ml of a 1 mM dye
rately for NCR-NCR, CR-CR, and NCR-CR pairs of cells. Finally,(DMSO) solution for 2 min and then (2) a second incubation in 3 ml
Wilcoxon signed rank, Mann Whitney U, t tests, x2, and Spearmanof oxygenated 10 mM dye for 30 min. Imaging was carried out at room
correlations were used to compare temporal properties of calciumtemperature (228C±258C) on an upright fluorescence microscope
transients and the relationship between age and firing rate, de-(Olympus BX50WI) equipped with a SITcamera (Hamamatsu C2400±
pending on whether the data were parametric or nonparametric.08) connected to a frame grabber (Scion LG-3) in a Macintosh com-
puter. Imaging was controlled by NIH Image (NIH) operating a shutter
Acknowledgments(Uniblitz) to prevent photobleaching. Original macros for shutter
control were provided by Dr. Chi-Bin Chien, UCSD. Two imaging
We thank K. Nakajima and M. Ogawa for purified CR-50 antibody,protocols were used: time-lapse images were taken every 4 s, aver-
S. Cash and I. Laufer for help, and M. LoÂ pez de Armentia and A.aging 15 frames, or images were taken at video rate (33 ms/frame)
Majewska for comments. This work was supported by the Marchwithout averaging. For Fura 2±AM imaging, recordings were made
of Dimes, Klingestein, EJLB, and the Beckman and Sloan Founda-at 340 nm and 380 nm excitation at the beginning and end of every
tions. T. H. S. was supported by the Neurological Institute of Newexperiment to assess the approximate [Ca21]i and thus monitor the
York.health of the cells. Cell types were identified morphologically using
DIC microscopy and fluorescence images (Figure 1B).
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